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Koonin: No shortage of potential buyers for Hawks 

By Chris Vivlamore 

Hawks co-owner and CEO Steve Koonin said he received inquiries from multiple people interested in 

purchasing the team following the news Sunday that controlling owner Bruce Levenson would sell his 

interest in the team. 

In an exclusive interview with the Atlanta Journal-Constitution Sunday night, Koonin said while it has not 

been his focus immediately following the revelation about Levenson there will be no shortage of 

potential buyers for his shares in the team. 

“I had over seven phone calls directly today from multi-billionaires,” Koonin said. “It blew my mind some 

of the people who wrote me today.” 

Levenson announced Sunday that he will sell his controlling interest in the franchise because of an 

“inappropriate and offensive” internal e-mail sent two years ago regarding, in part, the lack of white 

fans at Philips Arena. 

Levenson made the abrupt announcement Sunday months after he self-reported the email to the NBA in 

July and the team and league commenced independent investigations into the matter. 

It is not known the exact percentage that Levenson owns of the Hawks ownership group. It is enough 

that he is called the controlling partner in a group that includes seven others and at least five minor 

investors. Michael Gearon Jr. is referred to as a managing partner, along with Levenson, in the team’s 

media guide. The other listed owners are Levenson’s business partner Ed Peskowitz, Rutherford Seydel, 

Todd Foreman, Michael Gearon Sr. and Beau Turner. Koonin purchased an interest in the team, enough 

to be labeled a co-owner, in April when he was hired at CEO of the franchise. 

The Hawks searched for additional investors for the past several years. In February they added five 

investors described as not having a significant ownership in the team nor would their additions change 

the ownership structure. 

The Los Angeles Clippers sold for $2 billion last month. In April, the Milwaukee Bucks were sold for $550 

million. Forbes recently valued the Hawks franchise at $425 million. That figure is speculative and the 

Clippers were valued at far less than the final sale price. 

NBA Commissioner Adam Silver said the league will work with the Hawks and Koonin, who will now 

oversee all team operations, in the sale process. A new owner must be approved by the league’s Board 

of Governors. Levenson served as the Hawks representative on the board. 

 “I was shocked that multiple people reached out to me (Sunday),” Koonin said. “Multiple people.” 

 


